


If it were possible E'd want to take other initiatives, and 1 think they are 
not at all impossible and at this point in our national life could serve many proper 

if not really essential interests. I think that what the DJ and FBI have done ought 

be actibmable. I really think it is actionable, but I am not a lawyer. In simplest 
form, I think that knowing and deliberate lying to inflitct any lkcind of financial or 
other penalty upon me, what I regard as mum also defrauding me, is a criminal 

offense. I think it is abuse of process, and that is actionable. 4nd I think that 

this would attract the attention that could offset some of the certain judicial 

antagonism and resentment. 

if it has never been done is not a ,ood reason for not doing it, if it can 

become possible, 

and my, what good jus t an airing of this rotten stench would be! 

She difference in degree is great, but can you see that I consider that I am 

in the position of writers in Hitler's and Stalin's days, of those in places like 
Chile and “outh Africa today, and that my obligations to my,society are identical w+2th 

“@ their obligations in their societies? That I do not want Bg to degenerate into 

What their's became, and that to the degree possible I must do what I can to 

prevent this? 

Little by little it is ha»vening, creeping; up on us, ani little by little it 

is succeeding in making fundauental changes that creute an authoritarianism. Unless 

those who can confront it do confront it, it will neither stop nor be slowed downs 

So, when you can, I'd like very uuch to know the nfsvers to the questions with 

which I begin. 
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